March 19, 2019
RE: Robert Kraft, Owner, New England Patriots—Normalization of and Participation in
Sexual Exploitation of Women
Mr. Roger Goodell, Commissioner
280 Park Avenue,
15th Floor
New York, NY 10017
Dear Commissioner Goodell:
As survivors of prostitution and sex trafficking and/or subject matter experts, social service
providers, and advocates for the abolition of sexual exploitation,1 we write to express our deep
concern regarding the criminal charges of soliciting prostitution brought by Martin County
Florida police against Mr. Robert Kraft, owner of the New England Patriots.
Specifically, in accordance with its Personal Conduct Policy, we call on the National Football
League (NFL) Executive Committee to immediately undertake an investigation of the criminal
charges against Mr. Kraft. If the results of said investigation show Mr. Kraft to have engaged in
the purchase of women for sex, the NFL must banish Mr. Kraft from team ownership because
men who purchase others for sex inflict inestimable amounts of human suffering on those they
exploit for sex. They are the very reason why prostitution—the organized systems of sexual
exploitation—and sex trafficking exist. In light of these and previous allegations involving other
NFL players and personnel, the NFL must also take immediate, rigorous measures to create a
corporate and sport culture that respects others by rejecting all forms of sexual objectification,
harassment, assault, and exploitation of women by owners, coaches, players, team personnel, and
others associated with the NFL.2
As the NFL investigation of the charges against Mr. Kraft unfolds, it is imperative that NFL
leadership recognize that payment for sex, whether with money or something else of value, is the
hallmark of unwanted sex. Properly understood, payment for sex is a form of sexual coercion
used to abrogate the lack of consent in sexual exchanges. Thus, as prostitution researcher Melissa
Farley has explained, “If you remove unwanted sex acts, there is no prostitution.”3 Put another
way, prostitution is ontologically a form of sexual violence and is always exploitative of the
prostituted person.
The prostitution marketplace is the context in which most sexual exploitation and sex trafficking
transpire. The prostitution marketplace encompasses any of the various modes by which
prostitution is marketed: strip clubs, massage parlors, “escort” services, Internet-based
prostitution websites, brothels, as well as pimp-facilitated, street-level prostitution, and
pornography (i.e., prostitution for mass consumption). These systems of marketing prostitution
constitute a supply chain of organized sexual exploitation by which people, principally women,
are rendered public sexual commodities.4

The prostitution marketplace is marked by a predatory dependence on vulnerable persons to
make up its supply: runaway and “throwaway” minors, economically marginalized women,
ethnic minorities, displaced persons and refugees, the sexually abused, the learning disabled, the
homeless, widows, orphans, and drug addicted are among its principal targets. As to be expected,
we see evidence of this in the case involving Mr. Kraft who purportedly purchased foreign
women with limited English language skills.
If accurate, news reports of Mr. Kraft’s purchase of women for sex at the Orchids of Asia Day
Spa supply indicia typical of severe sex trafficking including the following:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

the presence of foreign women in an illicit massage business
restricted movement (no access to transportation; living in the same premises in which
they performed sex acts on numerous men every day)
poor living conditions (lack of proper sanitation)
long hours
no time off
false promises of other work
confiscation of passports

In such circumstances, whether or not the sex buyer is aware that the individual they have
purchased is sexually trafficked or not does not mitigate the victim’s experience of their sexual
encounter as one of rape. As sexually trafficked persons, the women performing sex acts are not
“consenting,” thus the sex acts in which they are involved are inherently sexual assault and rape.5
As psychologist Wendy Freed has observed, “When an individual . . . has become passive and
accepting of what is done to her because she is a captive, then any sexual encounter she has is
rape. Even if she has worked hard to attract the customer, because she has no right to refuse
consent, she is being raped.”6
We also know that when men purchase sexual access to another human being, they believe they
are purchasing temporary, total control. The fact that sex buyers feel a sense of sexual
entitlement and “right” to do what they please to those they engage for prostitution, whether
sexually trafficked or not, is supported in research, for instance:
Once a prostituted person “has consented to any exchange of sex for money, these women
see many men as assuming that she has given up the right to refuse consent in any situation.
Once her sexuality has been ‘purchased,’ her body ‘belongs’ to the purchasers to use. This
was the constant theme in the interviews. Many women encountered men who treated their
agreement to engage in some form of sex as permission to abuse the women’s bodies in any
way they wished, as long as they gave the women monetary compensation.”7
The following quotes from sex buyers elucidate this point with chilling clarity:
§

“They will do anything you ask them for with no complaints and nothing said back.
‘Your wish is my command,’ like a genie jumping out of a bottle.”8

§

“. . . she gave up her rights when she accepted my money.”9

§

“If we agree on something, half way through she can’t change her mind.”10

§

“There are no boundaries.”11

§

“You’re more in control of the situation. You’re more in control of everything, you
choose most of the factors.”12

In addition, it is vital to understand that the day-to-day sex of prostitution is of the same warp and
woof as rape. Rachel Moran, a sex industry survivor, explains this well:
Prostitution and rape are commonly distinguished by the logical fact that to buy something
and to steal something are two different things; but when we consider that the sex bought
in prostitution is the same type of sex stolen in rape, sex that is, as Kathleen Barry puts it:
“. . . disembodied, enacted on the bodies of women who, for the men, do not exist as human
beings, and the men are always in control”—it is then that we understand how deeply
traumatising it is for the woman whose body is so used. When we understand that the sex
paid for in prostitution shares so many of its characteristics with the sex stolen in rape, it
makes sense that so many prostituted women make clear parallels between the two
experiences. One woman described her experience of the sex of prostitution very succinctly
when she referred to it as: “Paid rape.” Canadian campaigner Trisha Baptie, who was first
prostituted as a child, describes it as “pay-as-you-go rape.” Another woman described it
as “like signing a contract to be raped” and I wrote an article for the Irish Examiner in
2012 where I described prostitution as “being raped for a living.” That was first said to
me by another former prostitute. Many of us describe our feelings towards the sex of
prostitution in these ways.13
Every man who buys sex from a person in prostitution chooses to use the power of money to
temporarily gain access to a “sex slave”—someone who they expect and demand carry out their
sexual bidding. Every man who buys sex from a pimp-controlled (i.e., sexually trafficked)
person contracts out the job of violence, intimidation, and coercion to the pimp/trafficker.14
Every man who buys a person for sex contributes to the existence of the supply chain of
organized sexual exploitation.
Further, male demand for a pool of people who they can use for sex is why sex trafficking exists.
Because there is never a sufficient “supply” of people available for purchase in the prostitution
marketplace, pimps/sex traffickers are in business to fill that gap. Thus, the choice of Robert
Kraft, and millions of men like him, to buy other human beings for sex is why the supply chain
of organized sexual exploitation exists.
We note that the NFL’s Personal Conduct Policy states:
Conduct by anyone in the league that is illegal, violent, dangerous, or irresponsible put
innocent victims at risk, damages the reputation of others in the game, and undercuts public
respect and support for the NFL. We must endeavor at all times to be people of high
character, we must show respect for others inside and outside our workplace; and we must

strive to conduct ourselves in ways that favorably reflect on ourselves, our teams, the
communities we represent, and the NFL.15
NFL policy also holds that:
It is not enough simply to avoid being found guilty of a crime. We are all held to a
higher standard and must conduct ourselves in a way that is responsible, promotes the
values of the NFL, and is lawful.
Players convicted of a crime or subject to a disposition of a criminal proceeding (as defined
in this Policy) are subject to discipline. But even if the conduct does not result in a
criminal conviction, players found to have engaged in any of the following conduct will
be subject to discipline. Prohibited conduct includes but is not limited to the following:
. . . Assault and/or battery, including sexual assault or other sex offenses . . . (emphasis
added).16
Further, the NFL’s Personal Conduct Policy holds owners to a higher standard and subjects them
to stricter dripline than players:
With regard to violations of the Personal Conduct Policy that involve: (i) criminal assault or
battery (felony); (ii) domestic violence, dating violence, child abuse and other forms of
family violence; or (iii) sexual assault involving physical force or committed against
someone incapable of giving consent, a first offense will subject the offender to a baseline
suspension without pay of six games, with consideration given to any aggravating or
mitigating factors. The presence of possible aggravating factors may warrant a longer
suspension. Possible aggravating factors include, but are not limited to, a prior violation of
the Personal Conduct Policy, similar misconduct before joining the NFL, violence involving
a weapon, choking, repeated striking, or when an act is committed against a particularly
vulnerable person, such as a child, a pregnant woman, or an elderly person, or where the act
is committed in the presence of a child (emphasis added).17
In light of the current criminal allegations against Mr. Kraft, the NFL’s own Personal Conduct
Policy, and its actions against other NFL players or employees who engaged in sexually
harassing or exploitive activities (e.g., Ryan Murphy, Warren Sapp, Marshall Faulk, Heath
Evans, Ike Taylor), at a minimum Mr. Kraft must be suspended for six games. However,
assuming that the allegations against Mr. Kraft prove to be true, as explained above, the
aggravating circumstances of his behavior demand his banishment from NFL team ownership.
Anything less will send the signal that owners are not held to a higher standard, that their power,
influence, and wealth permit them to get away with despicable actions, and that the NFL abets
sexual exploitation and trafficking.
We also call on the NFL to take immediate and rigorous measures to create a corporate and sport
culture that respects others, by rejecting all forms of sexual objectification, harassment, assault,
and exploitation of women by owners, coaches, players, team personnel, and others associated
with the NFL.

In closing, we invite the NFL to join with us in fighting against the normalization of all forms of
sexual abuse and exploitation, and standing for the human dignity of all. As sad and lamentable
as the circumstances which precipitated this letter are, we recognize that they represent
opportunity—the opportunity to close a chapter on sexist and exploitative attitudes and
behaviors, and to work collaboratively to build a world where all are free from sexual abuse and
exploitation. We hope you will stand with us in fighting for that world.
Sincerely,
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